WORLD FOOD &
MUSIC CELEBRATION
LOI KRATHONG ART PROJECT
Loy Krathong is a festival celebrated annually throughout Thailand. It is known for many things including lotus-flower
rafts. In the Thai language, the word Loy means to float and Krathong is a term which refers to a piece of banana trunk
decorated with flowers, banana leaves, candle and incense sticks. This art project makes your own lotus-flower raft.
Suthiphon “Sue” Hudson, CultureALL Ambassador, Thailand
MATERIALS NEEDED:
• Scissors
•

1 full sized paper plate

•

2 dessert sized paper plates

•

Crayons

•

Glue

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Begin by decorating with crayons (you could also use paint or markers) the backs of all three paper plates.
The design will be a flower so coloring it in sections, like petals, will work or each plate can be a solid color.
2. Once the plates are colored (and dry) then, starting from the outside edge of the full sized plate, cut
approximately 3” long slits towards the center of the plate roughly 3” apart to make the petals. After cutting
the petals roll them slightly up and towards the center of the plate so that they resemble the petals of a
flower.
3. Repeat the above process with one of the dessert sized plates so that it is a slightly smaller version of the
first flower.
4. With the last dessert sized plate, cut the outer 2 inches of the rim of the plate off so that it will be smaller
than the dessert sized plate from step 3. (Keep the outside ring you cut off for use later.) Once it is trimmed
down repeat the petal slits as before.
5. Using the outside ring that you cut off from the second dessert plate, cut 6 or more 2” long triangles from it.
Curl the triangles to look like leaves and set aside.
6. Once all the plates are cut and decorated assemble them by placing the dessert plate in the center of the
dinner plate and gluing it down, then place the trimmed down plate in the center of the dessert plate and
glue that down. Using the curled triangles glue them in the middle of the top plate to make the center of your
flower. Curl and adjust the ‘petals’ until you have a 3-layer flower. That is your Krathong!
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Celebrate National Welcoming Week by trying something new!
Celebrate National Welcoming Week by trying something new!
Go online to explore multicultural recipes and local ethnic restaurants.
Celebrate your personal heritage with a Community Cookout —
Go online to explore multicultural recipes and local ethnic restaurants. Plus,
tailgate-style, from home — and pick up a free Culture Kit with
vote for your favorite brunch spot in Greater Des Moines (DSM) and hear stories
hands-on activities for the whole family. Plus, vote for your favorite brunch
from the people behind the amazing food throughout the region.
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the amazing food throughout the region.
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